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Discover Xuyang ZhangBackground

Background Who is affected?

What is it about?

When/Where does it occor?

Why care about it?

Clothes cleaning is a source of various 
environmental impacts, including water 
pollution, greenhouse gas emissions and 
potential toxicity impacts, which depend 
greatly on user behaviors, such as loading 
rate, choice of washing program and 
detergent. An optimization choice of 
operations made by users can not only 
reduce associated environmental impacts 
but also improve user experience. 

This product/service should improve the 
overall experience of people using the 
laundere t te as we l l as l essen the 
environmental impact. To achieve that, it 
needs to be found out whether there is an 
optimization choice of users washing 
operations that can not only increase 
efficiency but also reduce associated 
environmental impacts. How much more 
efficient or environmental friendly can it be 
exactly? Is there a trade-off between these 
two goals? 

Customers are the top concern. Each family type differ 
widely in the energy and water consumption when doing 
laundry, that’s why they need to be categorized carefully 
during the research.

Other stakeholders like hosing sectors, service providers 
and local governments may have the initiatives to 
improve the service and protect the environment. 

Considering the life cycle of a washing machine, stages 
like manufacturing and disposal will cause pollution, but 
not as significant as use stage, which stresses the point 
that the optimal use of machines and detergents is a 
critical factor determining the overall environmental profile 
of laundry services. Therefore, among all time periods, I 
will mainly focus on the use stage. 

Most problems will take place in community-based 
laundry facilities during the use stage. It already has 
lower environmental impacts and benefits for users. Also 
user tends to sort clothes at home before going to the 
launderette.
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Primary Research

Desk Research
Factors identified as relevant Improvement Measures

Impacts – the relative environmental impacts of 
washing, drying, ironing and dry cleaning

Consumer behaviour – the frequency of washing, 
cleaning practice, convenience, time restrictions, 
comfort, cleanliness, extent of clothes soiling and 
fashion

Technology – type of fabric, appliances, detergent 
and dry cleaning process

Legislative and market initiatives – current status 
and future developments of EU and UK legislation 
and initiatives

Wash at 30°C to be encouraged as there is an existing trend and further adoption would reduce environmental impacts 
significantly

Development and validation through independent LCA analysis of detergents with reduced environmental impacts. A 
concentrated detergent product has been shown to have a lower impact than a less concentrated detergent across a 
range of environmental indicators.

Increasing spin drying efficiency of washing machines to reduce mechanical drying would reduce energy consumption.

The upcoming review of the international standard on clothes labelling (ISO 3758) provides an opportunity to influence 
both manufacturers and consumers, through encouraging manufacturers to standardise clothes care label 
terminology and simplify guidance for consumers to promote good practice to achieve environmental benefits. The 
label should be positioned to be clearly visible to consumers, as stakeholders expressed concern that clothes care labels 
are currently placed in locations where they may not be noticed and hence are less likely to be used.
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Summary of Issues

Richard
Employment Situation: student, unemployed but fulfilled
Living Condition: live alone in a student apartment

Customer 
Persona

UVHU�Analyse

bad lowgood high

Personal Financial Situation: Possibility to own a Washing Machine:

Age:

young lowelder high

Educational Standards:

Socio-economic status:

Employment situation - One adult 
p r e s e n t a t h o m e a l l 
day(unemployed) tend to wash 
more

Education - People with higher 
education tend to wash less

Personal financial situation - In 
many tenant associations the 
users of shared launderettes are 
o f t e n c h a r g e d a fl a t r a t e 
independent from the frequency 
of use. In this way all members of 
community share the costs of 
energy, water and facilities. 

Personal lifestyle:

Age - Older people tend to wear cloth 
longer and then wash them with higher 
temperature and with full machine. 
Younger generation separates cloth in 
many fractions and does not usually fill 
the washing machine, but usually 
washes with lower temperatures 
(NUTEK 1994). So the total energy use 
is approximately the same

Types of household - Families with 
children will have the largest resource 
consumption.

Place to live - Larger living space wiil 
increase the possibilty to own a 
washing machine.

Possibility to own a washing machine - 
those famil ies owning washing 
m a c h i n e s o f t e n u s e p u b l i c 
launderettes to save time and the 
nuisance, as well as for practical 
reasons, e.g. for washing larger items 
such as carpets, pillows, etc. 

Factors of building the 
persona and why they 
matter
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Concepts

1
Concept Descrption Evaluation

Xuyang ZhangConcepts

Concept 1

Redesigning current washing machines and dryers and 
implementing modular drums, which is a unit that carries a 
bunch of clothes, transferred by a robotic gripper. 

The modular drum can be inserted into washing machine or 
the dryer by the robotic gripper, the agitator cog is fixed to the 
wheel and water inlet/outlet valve is connected. After the 
washing process is done, the modular drum can be transferred 
from washing machine to dryer, and moved aside when drying 
is done.

Users can leave their clothes in the launderette as long as they 
like without occupying any machine. They don’t have to come 
back middle-way to dry clothes, neither do they have to collect 
their clothes the very same day. 

This concept has spotted a vital 
problem of the waiting gap 
between washing and drying in 
the launderette and if this can be 
realized, the problem can be fully 
addressed. However, building a 
robotic gripper system in every 
public launderette can be insanely 
expensive and difficult, which 
makes i t impossib le to be 
popularized by stakeholders. 

This concept has addressed a 
problem of small items like socks 
slipping out during loading the 
washing machine. It also saves 
user from solving permutations of 
t he wash ing p rog ram and 
w a s h i n g t e m p e r a t u r e . 
Furthermore, It makes sure that 
every time people do the laundry, 
they can fill the maximum loading 
capacity of the machine to save 
energy. It's not very costly and 
easy to popu la r i ze among 
families.

This concept focused on the 
problem that users find it difficult 
to check inside of the drum to see 
whether there's any clothes left. 
It's an inexpensive solution to 
implement mirrors and lightings to 
the drum. However, it did not 
address the env i ronmenta l 
problems in laundry, which is one 
of the main purposes of this 
project.  

☑

✖

✖

Concept 2

This product is a laundry hanger with force sensor, laundry 
bags and NFC function. User store their laundry in the product. 
When the weight of one type of laundry reached the maximum 
capacity of the washing machine, user will get reminded to do 
the laundry. 

User can use their smartphone to hit the NFC panel on the 
product, and informations include laundry type and weight will 
be transferred to the phone. Then user can take out the 
laundry bag and go to launderette. 

In the launderette, after throwing the laundry bag into the 
machine, user can hit the machine with their smart phone 
again to tell the washing machine what washing program to 
run and it will charge automatically. 

Concept 3

It is a newly designed drum of washing machine and dryer. 
Mirror reflection is implemented at the bottom of the drum to 
provide a vision inside. A light band is hidden behind the rim of 
the drum and will be turned on when the drum lid is opened. 

With some lightings behind the rim of the drum, users can see 
inside of the drum with mirror reflection at the bottom, in which 
way they don't have to struggle with checking left items inside 
the drum. 

d

d

d
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First Prototype

Feedbacks 

Conclusions

Second Prototype

Weight changes are 
detected after user 
put their cloth in

Once user gets the 
notification from the 
product, he can take 
the laundry bag out 
of the basket and 
tighten up its rope

Information (weight, 
t y p e a n d c o l o r ) 
stored in the tag will 
be written and user 
c a n c o l l e t t h a t 
through their phone 
with NFC function

It's hard to fix the laundry bag 
tightly on the edge of basket. The 
bag will be dragged downward 
due to the friction when user 
loading clothes. 

Users still need to do the sorting 
on their own, and three baskets 
are way too few to achieve 
optimal sorting. 

RFID is suitable in this scenario and do help improve the sorting experience. The tag 
used is flexible and easy to be embedded in clothes. The easy-packing mechanism 
works because the soft material behind will bend over when user pulls the rope, and 
it does make packing easier.

The read range of the RFID chip (MFRC522) used is poor, only 5cm maximum. User 
has to pick up every cloth separately and put the tag very close to the reader, which 
makes the process tedious and troublesome. The read range of the RFID chip must 
be improved.

Three NFC tags will make the 
architecture of the system 
dispersive, also too much touch 
points may cause confusion.

When user tried to take out the 
bag, the basket will also be drag 
out as it's not fully fixed vertically. 

The first prototype is made base on existing laundry storer with 3 
removable fabric bags and metal frame. Three separated NFC tag is 
embedded on each basket. Laundry bags are tied on the edge of 
the baskets, and can be threw directly Into the washing machine. 

After examining feedbacks from the first prototype, two iteration directions 
was raised for further development. First iteration direction is providing a 
better use of RFID technology (NFC is a subset of it). In the previous tests, 
users still have to do the sorting on their own. What if the product can detect 
the type of the clothes to be sorted, and guide user to put in a basket to 
achieve optimal sorting, which is solved also by program. This can be 
achieved through long-range RFID technology. 

Second iteration direction is providing a better 
fixing and packing mechanism. This can be 
achieved through a specially designed basket lid 
which allows user to quickly pack the bag inside. 
The following prototype was made to test whether 
the mechanism would work or not.

Usability

GOOD

&

BAD

Reasonability

Not Machine-
washables

RFID Tag

Delicates

Darks
Soft 

Material
(paper)

Hard 
Material

(cardboard)
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Optimal Sorting Activity Diagram
This product will guide user to sort their 
clothes in a better way. Therefore, how many 
laundry baskets needed to achieve that goal 
should be decided. This figure also have a 
huge impact on the final format of the product. 

This activity diagram is drawn for the use case of 
deciding which basket should the detected 
cloth be sorted into. This is developed based on 
the encoding mechanism. 

In this diagram, natural number n is used to 
represent the number of baskets. If the cloth 
doesn't belong to the first two categories, the 
program will enter a loop of checking whether 
the next basket is empty or it's not but having 
same sorting code with the cloth.  

An encoding mechanism is developed to illustrate how clothes are sorted in this system, 
which can help further development. According to the sorting method above, one byte is 
enough to represent any laundry type of a specific piece of cloth. First bit for machine-
washable or not, second bit for delicate or not, the third and forth bits for colors, the fifth and 
sixth bits for laundry temperatures and the last two bits for drying methods. 

Assuming that none-machine washable clothes and delicates each takes one laundry sorting 
basket, how many more baskets need to sort out the remaining clothes? From the encoding 
mechanism, the maximum possible number of laundry sorting basket needed can be 
calculated as below: 

38 baskets are way too much for daily sorting. To reduce that figure, a model is built to 
anticipate how many clothes will a person need to wash every week and how many piles 
should that number of clothes be sorted into. According to probability calculated, a 
conclusion can be drawn that 6 baskets (1 for none machine-washable clothes, 1 for 
delicates and the other 4 for the remaining) is enough for the user scenario. 

How exactly should laundry be sorted? 
Factors affect laundry sorting include color, 
temperature, delicate or not, machine 
washable or not and etc. Most of these 
information can be found on care labels behind 
clothes. However, strictly following care labels 
will lead to thousands of permutations and 
combinations , which is impossible in practice. 
Therefore, some similar features should be 
considered as one to simplify the problem. 

First of all, since the main purpose of this 
product is to help user do laundry with 
washing machine more easily, those clothes 
that cannot be machine washed should be 
sorted out at the very beginning. This 
information can be stored in one bit. 

Delicate clothes should usually be treated 
separately with lower spin speed, lower 
temperature and specialized detergent. Thus 
they should be the sorted in a separate basket. 
This information can also be stored in one bit. 

The remaining clothes will be further sorted by 
color (Dark, lights and colors), washing 
temperature(30℃, 40℃ and 60℃) and drying 
method (line drying, tumble drying, permanent 
press and air only). Each type of information 
requires 2 bits to be stored. 
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Final Concept Main Design Features
Double RFID System

Laundry Bags & Easy-Packing Mechanism
Product & Service Gains Creators

Pain Relievers

Used to identify tags 
on clothes

Usually can provide a 
reader range longer 
than 15 cm

It saves people from solving the 
permutation of the washing program 
and washing temperature. 

More convenient for user 
to use launderette and 
make paymentA clear guidance of 

laundry sorting

A encoding system to 
achieve optimal sorting 

which can protect fabric 
and save resources

Quick interaction through 
NFC among Laundry 

Podium, smartphone and 
washing machine

Auto choice of washing 
program and payment

A design of easy-
packing mechanism

Materialize the potential in 
reducing impact of CBS

It makes sure that every time people 
do the laundry, they can fill the 
maximum loading capacity of the 
machine. In this way water and 
energy can be saved.

No more dropping of small 
items with the laundry bags.

There is an laundry bag in each basket, which can be taken together and throw directly into washing machine to save the user having to bend 
when loading clothes. The easy-packing mechanism allows user to simply pull the rope in front of the basket and the soft material behind will 
bend over so that the mouth of the laundry bag will be tightened. 

RFID stands for Radio Frequency Identification and is a non-contact technology that are broadly used in many industries. NFC stands for Near-
field Communication, which is a subset of RFID. In this product, both of this two technologies are used for different purposes. RFID reader is 
used to identify tags on clothes for it has longer range of communication, while NFC reader/tag is used to transfer information to smartphones. 

Usually can provide a 
reader range longer 
about 5 cm

Used to transfer cloth 
in fo rmat ion to the 
smartphones

Vicinity Sensor Proximity Sensor

This product is called Laundry Podium. Like a conductor 
conducting a band, this product can lead user to sort their 
clothes in an optimal way, give notifications when a basket is 
full, and transfer information to user's smartphone to help later 
washing program choice in launderette. 

MFRC522 PN5180
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StoryboardSequence Diagram

When user bring a cloth 
close enough to the 
Laundry Podium, it will 
detect the tag embedded 
on the cloth and solve 
which basket should that 
cloth be loaded in. Then 
the green lights at the 
corresponding position 
will be on to guide user. 

When the weight reaches 
the maximum capacity of 
the washing machine, the 
Laundry Podium wi l l 
again send notification 
through red-lights to tell 
user it's time to do the 
laundry. 

User can collect the 
information about color 
type, fabric, weight etc of 
the basket to be washed 
t h r o u g h N F C w i t h 
smartphone. User can 
then pull the rope in front 
of the basket to tighten 
the bag and take it out 
for laundry.
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User can bring the laundry 
bag to the launderette and 
throw it directly into the 
washing machine. In this 
way he/she can avoid 
dropping of small items 
d u r i n g l o a d i n g o r 
transferring to dryer.

By getting information from 
the smartphone through 
NFC, the washing machine 
can solve the optimal 
program to run and how 
much does that program 
cost. By displaying the 
payment information on 
the screen, user can hit 
with their phone again to 
make payment. 

Once the payment is made 
successfully, the washing 
machine will display the 
'payment success fu l ' 
information on the screen 
and start to run. 

Storyboard Continued

Sequence Diagram Continued
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Material: ABS Plastic & TPUMaterial: Translucent GlassMaterial: Polished steelMaterial: RubberMaterial: ABS Plastic
Manufacturing method: 
injection molding

Manufacturing method: 
injection molding

FXQFtion: fasteningManufacturing detail: 
Draft angle of 1º applied 
to both sides to help 
removing of the mold. 
Sharp corners are 
avoided to prevent stress 
concentration.

Manufacturing detail: 
Rounded corner 
(R=5cm) applied to 
avoid tearing

HandleInner BasketOuter Shell Glass InterfaceIntegrated Circuit Level Basket LidRubber Bushing

This product is designed to be assembled from above. Orienting 
features are clear as very few parts are symmetries. Parts like 
Basket Lids are standardized to reduce variety. Rubber Bushings 
are used as fasteners. 

Design for Assembly 

Components included:
Logic Board
LED Screen
NFC Reader/Writer
NFC Tag
Battery
LED Lighting
2xLong-Range RFID Reader

FXQFtion: display infromation
Manufacturing method: 
sheet metal

Manufacturing detail: 
Parting line is in the middle 
of the wide-brim, and a 
draft angle of 1º is applied 
to both sides. 
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At first I was in favor of the concept of mechanical 
claw, because it has addressed a vital problem of the 
waiting gap between washing and drying in the 
launderette. Since building a robotic gripper system in 
every public launderette can be insanely expensive 
and difficult, so I changed direction to develop a 
laundry storage system. However, most previous 
research and investigation was aimed to find 
opportunities in launderette, thus there's a gap 
between the Discover and Define phase. More 
research about the new concept of laundry storage 
should be done. 
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There are several issues need to be look at in the 
future. First is power supply. Since one of the main 
purpose of the product is to protect the environment, 
dry batteries should not be used. As a result, a 
charging plot should be considered. However, 
charging could be dangerous as the product may be 
put in the bathroom by user, which requires water 
proof feature for the charging system. 
Secondly, a detailed architecture need to be 
developed in the Integrated Circuit Level, including 
how those components should be attached and fixed 
in it, how they are connected and how they are 
powered. 
Finally, a complete final model should be made to test 
how it goes with surroundings. What need to be 
recorded for further development include its 
interaction with RFID tagged clothes and phones and 
people's feeling about using this product.  

Reflection Reference

Future Work


